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ANNEX
RESULTS OF VOTES

Abbreviations and symbols

+ adopted
- rejected
↓ lapsed
W withdrawn
RCV (..., ..., ...) roll-call vote (for, against, abstentions)
EV (..., ..., ...) electronic vote (for, against, abstentions)
split split vote
sep separate vote
am amendment
CA compromise amendment
CP corresponding part
D deleting amendment
= identical amendments
§ paragraph
art article
rec recital
MOT motion for resolution
JT MOT joint motion for a resolution
1/20 low threshold (1/20 of Members)
1/10 medium threshold (1/10 of Members)
1/5 high threshold (1/5 of Members)
SEC secret ballot
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1. Transitional rules for the packaging and labelling of veterinary medicinal 
products ***I

Proposal for a regulation (COM(2022)0076 - C9-0054/2022 - 2022/0053(COD))

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Text as a whole 2 PPE,
S&D,

Renew,
Verts/ALE,

ID

+

Article 2 1 The Left -

Commission proposal RCV + 589, 5, 2

2. The case of Osman Kavala in Turkey

Motions for resolutions: B9-0227/2022, B9-0232/2022, B9-0233/2022, B9-0237/2022, B9-
0238/2022, B9-0239/2022, B9-0246/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0227/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, The Left, Members)

§ 13 § original text sep +

After § 15 1 ID RCV - 79, 483, 27

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) +

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0227/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0232/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0233/2022 ID ↓

B9-0237/2022 Renew ↓

B9-0238/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0239/2022 PPE ↓

B9-0246/2022 ECR ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
ID: amendment 1
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Requests for separate votes
ID: § 13

3. Reports of continued organ harvesting in China

Motions for resolutions: B9-0248/2022, B9-0249/2022, B9-0250/2022, B9-0251/2022, B9-
0252/2022, B9-0253/2022, B9-0254/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0250/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR, Members)

§ 1 2 ECR RCV + 276, 275, 33

After § 11 3 ECR RCV - 159, 407, 27

Recital H 1 ECR RCV - 241, 320, 31

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) +

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0248/2022 ID ↓

B9-0249/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0250/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0251/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0252/2022 Renew ↓

B9-0253/2022 ECR ↓

B9-0254/2022 PPE ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
ECR amendments 1, 2, 3

Miscellaneous
Nicola Procaccini had also supported motion for a resolution B9-0253/2022.
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4. The continuous crackdown of political opposition in Cambodia

Motions for resolutions: B9-0226/2022, B9-0230/2022, B9-0231/2022, B9-0234/2022, B9-
0236/2022, B9-0247/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0230/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR, Members)

After § 4 1 The Left -

After § 9 2 The Left -

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 526, 5, 63

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0226/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0230/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0231/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0234/2022 Renew ↓

B9-0236/2022 ECR ↓

B9-0247/2022 PPE ↓

Miscellaneous
Nicola Procaccini had also supported motion for a resolution B9-0236/2022.

5. Competition policy – annual report 2021

Report: Andreas Schwab (A9-0064/2022)

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

After § 17 2 Verts/ALE RCV - 141, 321, 142

§ 30 3 Verts/ALE RCV - 239, 250, 111

After § 50 1 S&D RCV + 492, 101, 10

§ 51 4 Verts/ALE RCV - 130, 428, 44

After § 83 5 Verts/ALE RCV - 133, 416, 52

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 436, 70, 95
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Requests for roll-call votes
S&D: amendment 1
Verts/ALE: amendments 2, 3, 4, 5

6. Threats to stability, security and democracy in Western and Sahelian 
Africa

Motions for resolutions: B9-0255/2022, B9-0256/2022, B9-0257/2022, B9-0258/2022, B9-
0259/2022, B9-0260/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0257/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, ECR, Members)

After § 3 3 The Left -

After § 4 4 The Left RCV - 44, 535, 25

After § 5 5 The Left -

§ 7 6 The Left -

§ 11 7 The Left -

§ 13 15 Verts/ALE -

After § 14 8 The Left -

§ 20 9 The Left RCV - 144, 440, 22

After § 21 10 The Left RCV + 471, 53, 76

§ 25 16 Verts/ALE -

After § 28 11 The Left RCV - 170, 398, 35

§ 34 § original text RCV + 525, 50, 30

Recital C 12 Verts/ALE -

After recital C 1 The Left -

Recital K 2 The Left -

Recital AB 13 Verts/ALE -

Recital AH 14 Verts/ALE -

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) +
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Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0255/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0256/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0257/2022 Renew ↓

B9-0258/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0259/2022 PPE ↓

B9-0260/2022 ECR ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
ID: § 34
The Left: amendments 4, 9, 10, 11

Miscellaneous
Nicola Procaccini had also supported motion for a resolution B9-0260/2022.

7. Ongoing hearings under Article 7(1) TEU regarding Poland and Hungary

Motions for resolution: B9-0262/2022, B9-0263/2022, B9-0264/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution B9-0263/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, The Left)

§ 1 2 ECR RCV - 109, 460, 34

After § 1 3 ECR RCV - 61, 463, 60

§ 9 4 ECR RCV - 128, 455, 16

§ 10 5 ECR RCV - 124, 457, 18

After § 10 6 ECR RCV - 123, 427, 35

split

1 +

§ 11 § original text

2/RCV + 441, 137, 23

split

1/RCV + 377, 162, 62

§ 14 § original text

2 +
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Recital D 1 ECR RCV - 134, 459, 11

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 426, 133, 37

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0262/2022 ECR ↓

B9-0264/2022 ID ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
S&D: Final vote B9-0263/2022
ECR amendments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; §§ 11 (2nd part), 14 (1st part)

Requests for separate votes
PPE: § 14

Requests for split votes
ECR
§ 11
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘Poland and;’
Second part those words

§ 14
First part ‘Notes with concern that the Commission has not started such proceedings with 

regard to Poland, and calls for further assessment and action from the 
Commission under the regulation;’

Second part ‘regrets, moreover, that the Commission applies the narrowest interpretation of 
the regulation when assessing breaches of the principles of the rule of law in a 
Member State, by effectively excluding a serious risk affecting the financial 
management of the Union and its financial interests as a condition under which 
the conditionality mechanism should be activated; reiterates that the regulation 
clearly establishes that endangering the independence of the judiciary constitutes 
a breach of the principles of the rule of law;’

8. State of play of the EU-Moldova cooperation

Motions for resolutions: B9-0240/2022, B9-0241/2022, B9-0242/2022, B9-0243/2022, B9-
0244/2022, B9-0245/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0240/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR, The Left, Members)

split

1/RCV + 571, 4, 30

§ 6 § original text

2/RCV + 472, 112, 14
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

§ 8 2 ECR RCV - 89, 269, 242

split

1 +

§ 9 § original text

2 +

§ 11 § original text RCV + 496, 41, 65

split

1 +

§ 12 § original text

2 +

1 Verts/ALE +

split

1 ↓

§ 19

§ original text

2 ↓

split

1 +

§ 25 § original text

2 +

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) +

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0240/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0241/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0242/2022 Renew ↓

B9-0243/2022 PPE ↓

B9-0244/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0245/2022 ECR ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
ECR amendment 2
The Left: §§ 6, 11
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Requests for split votes
Verts/ALE:
§ 19
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘reiterates, in this context its call for the 

creation of a genuine gas union;’
Second part those words

The Left:
§ 6
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘border management support via Frontex and 

the relocated EUBAM,’
Second part those words

§ 9
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘so far in the safety and stability of the EU’s 

eastern border’
Second part those words

§ 12
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘and which are aimed at implementing the 

AA/DCFTA in full’
Second part those words

§ 25
First part ‘Recalls its support for a comprehensive, peaceful and lasting political settlement 

of the Transnistrian conflict based on the sovereignty and territorial integrity of 
the Republic of Moldova within its internationally recognised borders, which 
should include a special status for Transnistria within a viable Moldovan state and 
should not affect the country’s European aspirations;’

Second part ‘recalls the benefits and economic opportunities for the companies and population 
on both sides of the Dniester River following the application of the DCFTA to the 
entire territory of the Republic of Moldova;’

Miscellaneous
Maria Grapini, Carmen Avram, Rovana Plumb, Tudor Ciuhodaru, Victor Negrescu and Dan Nica 
had also supported joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0240/2022.
Nicola Procaccini had also supported motion for a resolution B9-0245/2022.

9. The impact of the war against Ukraine on women

Motion for a resolution: B9-0219/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution B9-0219/2022
(FEMM Committee)

§ 2 § original text sep +

split

1 +

§ 4 § original text

2 +

split§ 6 § original text

1 +
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

2 +

3 +

split

1 +

§ 7 § original text

2 +

15 PPE,
S&D,

Renew

+After § 8

16 PPE,
S&D,

Renew

+

split

1 +

2 +

3 +

4 +

5 +

6 +

7 +

8 +

9 +

10 +

11 +

12 +

§ 9 § original text

13/RCV + 419, 132, 37

7 ECR RCV - 153, 295, 121After § 9

8 ECR RCV - 128, 434, 14

§ 10 3 The Left EV + 322, 149, 107

4 The Left EV + 257, 166, 147

split

After § 10

5 The Left

1 +
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

2 +

After § 11 10 ID RCV - 142, 339, 102

§ 13 6 The Left +

After § 13 11 ID RCV - 175, 368, 40

split

1 +

§ 18 § original text

2 +

split

1 +

2/RCV + 506, 65, 16

3/RCV + 439, 127, 19

§ 19 § original text

4 +

split

1 +

2 +

3 +

4/RCV + 458, 104, 20

§ 20 § original text

5/RCV + 421, 121, 39

split

1/RCV + 385, 133, 67

§ 22 § original text

2/RCV + 501, 58, 22

split

1 +

§ 23 § original text

2 +
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

§ 24 § original text RCV + 447, 119, 16

Recital C 13 PPE,
S&D,

Renew

+

12 Verts/ALE,
S&D

RCV + 440, 57, 79

split

1 ↓

Recital J

§ original text

2/RCV ↓

Recital M 14 PPE,
S&D,

Renew

+

split

1 +

2 +

3 +

Recital S § original text

4 +

split

1 +

2 +

3 +

4 +

Recital T § original text

5/RCV + 394, 111, 71

1 The Left +Recital U

§ original text sep ↓

2 The Left +Recital V

9 ID RCV ↓

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 462, 19, 89
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Requests for roll-call votes
S&D: Motion for a resolution (as a whole)
ID: amendments 9, 10, 11
Verts/ALE: amendment 12
ECR recitals J (2nd part), T (5th part); §§ 9 (13th part), 19 (2nd part), 20 (4th and 5th 

parts), 22, 24; amendments 7, 8

Requests for separate votes
ID: § 2
PPE: recitals T, U
ECR § 23

Requests for split votes
ID:
§ 4
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘gender identity’
Second part those words

§ 23
First part ‘Highlights the specific difficulty faced by LGBTIQ+ families when crossing 

borders; stresses that children of same-sex couples risk being separated from one 
or both parents;’

Second part ‘invites Member States to take account of de facto partnerships and families in the 
implementation of the Temporary Protection Directive;’

PPE:
§ 7
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘sexual and reproductive’
Second part those words

§ 22
First part ‘Stresses the tremendous work done by NGOs and activist groups to aid women 

with access to SRHR and the fact that their members are putting their own 
freedom on the line, such as Justyna Wydrzyńska, who has been charged under 
Poland’s draconian anti-abortion law for having provided medical abortion pills to 
another woman;’

Second part ‘calls on the Commission to protect and support these women human rights 
defenders against any persecution they might face;’

amendment 5
First part ‘Underlines the serious impact of surrogacy on women, their rights and their 

health, the negative consequences for gender equality and the challenges 
stemming from the cross-border implications of this practice, as has been the 
case for the women and children affected by the war against Ukraine;’

Second part ‘asks the EU and its Member States to investigate the dimensions of this industry, 
the socio-economic context and the situation of pregnant women, as well as the 
consequences for their physical and mental health and for the well-being of 
babies; calls for the introduction of binding measures to address surrogacy, 
protecting women’s and newborns’ rights;’

ECR
§ 18
First part text as a whole without the word: ‘intersectional’
Second part that word

PPE, ECR:
§ 6
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘and rights services, particularly emergency 

contraception, post-exposure prophylaxis and abortion care, including for 
survivors of rape;’

Second part ‘and rights services, particularly emergency contraception, post-exposure 
prophylaxis and abortion care, including for survivors of rape;’ without the words 
‘and abortion care’

Third part ‘and abortion care’
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§ 9
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘sexual and reproductive health services 

(SRHS) throughout conflict and displacement, including access to’, ‘family 
planning services, legal and safe abortion or clinical management of rape’, 
‘services in line with the UN Minimum Initial Service Package’, ‘services, such as 
emergency contraception, legal and safe abortion care and’, ‘and rights’ (as in 
SRHR), ‘by requesting the inclusion of sexual and reproductive health 
commodities in the Union Civil Protection Mechanism’, ‘including contraceptives’, 
‘and sexual reproductive health kits’, ‘particularly where necessary to overcome 
national restrictions on SRHR’

Second part ‘sexual and reproductive health services (SRHS) throughout conflict and 
displacement, including access to’ without the words: ‘services (SRHR)’

Third part ‘services (SRHR)’
Fourth part ‘family planning services, legal and safe abortion or clinical management of rape’ 

without the words: ‘legal and safe abortion’
Fifth part ‘legal and safe abortion’
Sixth part ‘services in line with the UN Minimum Initial Service Package’
Seventh part ‘services, such as emergency contraception, legal and safe abortion care and’ 

without the words: ‘emergency contraception, legal and safe abortion care’
Eighth part ‘emergency contraception, legal and safe abortion care’
Ninth part ‘and rights’ (as in SRHR)
Tenth part ‘by requesting the inclusion of sexual and reproductive health commodities in the 

Union Civil Protection Mechanism’
Eleventh part ‘including contraceptives’
Twelfth part ‘and sexual reproductive health kits’
Thirteenth part ‘particularly where necessary to overcome national restrictions on SRHR’

§ 20
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘SRHR and’ and ‘and particularly in countries 

that impose restrictions on’ and ‘SRHR;’
Second part ‘SRHR and’ without the words ‘and rights’
Third part ‘and rights’
Fourth part ‘and particularly in countries that impose restrictions on SRHR’ without the words: 

‘and rights’
Fifth part ‘and rights’

Recital S
First part ‘whereas there are currently an estimated 80 000 women waiting to give birth in 

Ukraine; whereas the difficult situation on the ground is resulting in a lack of 
proper access to sexual and reproductive health and rights for the women still in 
the country;’ without the words: ‘and rights’

Second part ‘and rights’
Third part ‘whereas access to sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) is also 

becoming increasingly difficult for the refugees arriving in the EU;’ without the 
words: ‘and rights’

Fourth part ‘and rights’

ID, ECR:
§ 19
First part ‘Welcomes the EU funding provided for refugees fleeing Ukraine, including via the 

Recovery Assistance for Cohesion and the Territories of Europe (REACT-EU) 
programme, the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) and the 
Cohesion’s Action for Refugees in Europe (CARE), which would allow EU countries 
and regions to provide emergency support to people fleeing from Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine; asks for these funds to be gender-sensitive;’ "

Second part ‘insists that this Parliament should supervise how the funds are spent,’
Third part ‘particularly in countries with ongoing rule of law violations such as Poland and 

Hungary;’
Fourth part ‘reiterates that the principle of gender mainstreaming and gender budgeting is a 

core principle of the EU;’
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Recital J
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘especially in Poland and Hungary, where 

measures have been taken against LGBTIQ+ people’
Second part those words

Recital T
First part ‘whereas women require access to the’
Second part ‘full range of sexual and reproductive health services including contraception,’
Third part ‘emergency contraception, legal and safe abortion care’
Fourth part ‘antenatal care and skilled assistance during childbirth’
Fifth part ‘whereas access to emergency contraception is severely hampered by barriers in 

Poland and Hungary, due to prescription requirements; whereas in the case of 
Poland, Romania and Slovakia there are economic barriers in accessing such 
fundamental sexual and reproductive health and rights services as they are not 
covered by public health insurance or subsidy schemes, resulting in significant 
cost barriers as refugees have to pay the full cost out of pocket or seek help from 
local civil society organisations to cover the costs for them; whereas in Poland, a 
near-total abortion ban is in force;’

10. Impact of Russian illegal war of aggression against Ukraine on the EU 
transport and tourism sectors

Motion for a resolution: B9-0223/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution B9-0223/2022
(TRAN Committee)

After § 3 6 Verts/ALE RCV + 525, 13, 14

§ 6 4 The Left RCV + 537, 9, 9

7 Verts/ALE RCV + 325, 224, 16After § 10

8 Verts/ALE RCV - 224, 309, 27

§ 13 9 Verts/ALE -

§ 14 18 ECR -

§ 15 10 Verts/ALE -

After § 15 19 ECR -

After § 24 20 ECR EV - 147, 348, 52

§ 26 11 Verts/ALE +

After § 27 21 ECR +

split

1 +

After § 28 22 ECR

2 +
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

§ 32 12 Verts/ALE +

After § 33 23 ECR +

After § 34 1 PPE +

13 Verts/ALE -§ 36

§ original text sep +

split

1 -

14 Verts/ALE

2 -

§ 37

§ original text sep +

§ 40 15 Verts/ALE -

split

1/RCV - 223, 314, 12

3 The Left

2/RCV - 112, 396, 37

split

1 -

§ 42

16 Verts/ALE

2/RCV - 242, 262, 41

§ 43 2=
17=

The Left
Verts/ALE

RCV - 159, 358, 25

split

1 +

§ 44 § original text

2 +

split

1 +

§ 49 § original text

2 +

5 Verts/ALE EV - 104, 339, 25Recital D

§ original text sep +

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) +

Requests for roll-call votes
The Left: amendments 2, 3, 4
Verts/ALE: amendments 6, 7, 8, 16 (2nd part), 17
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Requests for separate votes
The Left: §§ 36, 37; Recital D

Requests for split votes
ECR
§ 49
First part ‘Highlights that the COVID pandemic and the current war crisis in Ukraine have 

shown the urgent need for the establishment of an ‘EU Agency for tourism’;’ "
Second part ‘believes that the coordination is an imperative for the recovery of EU tourism 

industry as a short term solution, and that a special department for tourism within 
the one of existing agencies should be swiftly set up and it should be responsible 
to create a new ‘EU tourism brand’ promoting Europe as a safe, sustainable and 
smart destination for all; calls for a common EU campaign to promote Europe as a 
destination with a view to attracting tourists to destinations most heavily reliant 
on Russian and Ukrainian tourists;’

Verts/ALE:
amendment 3
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘especially on capping fuel prices’
Second part those words

amendment 14
First part ‘Reiterates its strong regret over the decision of the European Council to 

drastically cut the final envelope for the Connecting Europe Facility(CEF II) 
programme 2021-2027, when adopting the figures under the Multiannual Financial 
Framework 2021-2027, which also means there is less financing for the newly 
created military mobility budget line, and deplores that this mistake is now 
potentially undermining our common European security and ability to deliver 
much-needed transport infrastructure;’

Second part ‘calls on the Commission to consider an increase in funding to military mobility 
should a holistic assessment and evaluation deem it necessary and in line with the 
needs of Member States and without reducing EU funding in other areas; 
emphasises the importance of ensuring that military mobility aspects are 
thoroughly assessed and addressed both in terms of infrastructure and funding, 
with a view to ensure optimal cross-border cooperation and mobility within the 
Union; calls on the Commission to propose targeted support of major 
infrastructure projects better connecting all Member States and to increase 
transport infrastructure connections with the Western Balkans, Moldova, Georgia 
and Ukraine; asks in particular for a strengthening of all major dual use 
infrastructure leading to the Union’s Eastern border;’

amendment 16
First part ‘Welcomes the extraordinary measures being adopted and evaluated by several 

Member States aiming at mitigating the increase of fuel prices and calls on the 
Commission to come up with an EU coordinated and common criteria and 
facilitate the adoption of these measures by national authorities;’

Second part ‘believes that the enormous profits that energy companies have made in recent 
months should be subject to an excess profits tax which could help mitigate the 
impact of increasing fuel prices;’

amendment 22
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘the liberalisation of’
Second part those words

§ 44
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘including through EU port terminals for LNG as 

a transitional fuel,’
Second part those words


